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Abstract

To study the genetic sequence variation underlying traits of interest, the field of comparative genomics is moving away from
analyses with single reference genomes to pangenomes; abstract representations of multiple genomes in a species or population.
Pangenomes are beneficial because they represent a diverse set of genetic material and therefore avoid bias towards a single
reference. While pangenomes allow for a complete map of the genetic variation, their large size and complex data structure hin-
der contextualization and interpretation of analysis results. Current visualization strategies fall short because they are created
for single references or do not illustrate links to metadata. We present a work in progress version of a novel visual analytics
strategy for pangenomic variant analysis. Our strategy is designed through an intensive involvement of genome scientists. The
current design uniquely exploits interactive sorting, aggregation, and linkage relations from different perspectives of the data,
to help the genome scientists explore and evaluate variant-trait associations in the context of multiple references and metadata.

1. Introduction

Studying genetic variation underlying traits of interest is an im-
portant topic in comparative genomics. In plant genomic research,
for example, scientists analyze the variation between cultivated and
wild types to develop crops with improved resistance to diseases.
Traditionally, this analysis is performed by comparing the genome
sequences of the studied samples to a single reference genome. Be-
cause the number of sequenced genomes is growing rapidly and to
avoid the bias toward a single reference genome, the field is shift-
ing towards “pangenomes”, abstract data structures to represent all
genetic variation in a species or population. While pangenomes al-
low for a complete picture of the variation, interpreting variants
in the biological context remains challenging [FNM13,MMA⇤18].
Therefore, genome scientists need interactive visual tools support-
ing exploratory analysis of variants within pangenomes.

Many tools have been developed for exploration of genomes
[NHG19]. Genome browsers are the dominant tools for general
inspection of the genome sequences and annotations [WPM⇤09,
TRM13]. Furthermore, several visualization tools have been pro-
posed specifically for variant analysis [FNM13]. While these tools
provide intuitive views of the sequences, they cannot be used
with pangenomes containing multiple references [MMA⇤18]. For
pangenomes, few visualization tools have been proposed [SHZ⇤17,
DBN18]. However, these tools provide (i) only high-level views of
pangenome data structure or (ii) do not incorporate links to asso-
ciated metadata (such as traits). These approaches cannot assist in
complex analysis goals requiring visual exploration of genetic se-
quence variants and metadata within the pangenome. We present a
visual analysis strategy that facilitates exploring sequence variants

and Traits of Interest (TOIs) in a pangenomic manner. Our strategy
uniquely enables genome scientists to get a picture of genetic diver-
sity in a population of interest and identify associations with TOIs,
using common representations combined with rich interactions.

2. Workflow and Task Analysis

Our visual analysis strategy is motivated by a general goal of
our domain collaborators to interactively explore genetic sequence
variants in pangenomes in the context of metadata. This goal was
identified through informal interviews and brainstorming sessions
with 5 domain experts in breeding and biotechnology companies,
as well as 2 PhD researchers working on pangenomic studies. To
gain a deeper understanding, we have organized a Creative Visu-
alization Opportunities workshop [KGD⇤19]. One outcome of this
workshop was a shared workflow that allowed us to refine our goal
into a set of analysis tasks.

We focus on the workflow of exploring genetic variants that can
distinguish the samples into groups, identifying potential biomark-
ers (i.e., molecular indicators of a biological state). At the start
of this workflow, we presume that the user has a list of candi-
date genes associated with some trait. For example, for Arabidop-
sis plants, there are three genes known to be flowering time regu-
lators [SBW⇤09, MVMZAB13, LFB⇤14]. To browse variations in
the DNA sequence and trait values, and potentially discover a set
of biomarkers linked to the variation, the following four high-level
tasks should be supported: (T1) Explore genomic sequence context
of a gene, (T2) Analyze relations between sequences, phylogeny
and traits, (T3) Define and analyze groups of similar samples, and
(T4) Explore variant-trait associations within groups.
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Figure 1: Overview of the visual analysis strategy containing a Gene Overview (A) and Locus View (B-I). The Gene Overview visualizes
conservation across the whole gene and allows slicing an area for further inspection in the Locus View. The Locus View contains four
subviews: (B) a dendrogram or tree of the samples, (I) bipartite graphs connecting tree, sequence and trait orderings, (C) the multiple
sequence alignment, (D) traits of interest. Options for filtering, sorting and linking (F). Calculate a new clustering based on positions of
interest (E) or inspect the sliced region in current sorting and related to another tree (H). Aggregation of sequences (G).

3. Visual Analytics Strategy

An overview of our work-in-progress visual analytics tool is shown
in Figure 1. The overall design arose from the tasks and various
brainstorming sessions with our collaborators. The design has two
main views which allow an overview+details exploration of vari-
ants in a gene, combined with linked interactions such as sorting,
clustering, and selection with aggregation. Below we describe the
views, interactions, and insights while inspecting the rfaL gene in
a Pectobacterium pangenome [JBH⇤21].

Gene Overview Panel A provides an image of the conservation
levels of aligned positions and their neighbors (i.e., the ratio of
similar nucleotides on a position) across a gene (T1). Any region
within a gene can be selected and inspected in the Locus View.

Locus View In panel C, the user can inspect a multiple sequence
alignment (MSA) of the selected region (T1) by a Heatmap. In
panel B, she can examine (evolutionary) relations between con-
served or variable positions in the sequences using a phylogenetic
tree or customized cluster dendrogram. Panel D shows TOI values
with different encodings for each type. Panel I shows a bipartite
graph to connect various tree, sequence, and trait orderings (T2).

Interactions and Analytics Our strategy enables interactive
sorting, aggregation, and linkage relations from several data per-
spectives. With Panel E, the user can interactively calculate a clus-
tering based on a selection of positions for inspection of groups
of similar sequences (T3) with metadata sorted accordingly. For

example, panel C shows an insertion of three nucleotides around
position 200 (pink arrow). Further sorting can be applied such as
by TOIs (D) to discover patterns within groups (T4). For exam-
ple, after sorting by species, the insertion is shared by half of the
P. aquaticum species (pink box). It is possible to view the current
MSA and metadata sorting linked to another dendrogram or tree
(e.g., gene tree, core SNP tree of all genomes or, k-mer tree) derived
from this pangenome to compare trees (H). For these interactions,
bipartite graphs (I) show connections between tree, sequence, and
trait orderings. Lastly, samples can be collapsed through the inner
tree nodes to fit more information on the screen and only show de-
tail in relevant parts (G). Regarding biomarkers, we observe some
variants around the insertion following the same pattern: positions
192 green vs. blue (c1) and 214 green vs. brown (c2).

4. Conclusion and Future Work

We have developed a novel visual analytics strategy for pange-
nomic variant exploration. The current tool uniquely supports an
interactive exploration of sequences with multiple references and
metadata via various sorting and linkage options. We aim to ex-
tend interactions by enabling aggregation of samples with similar
metadata, and by filtering options based on integrated side views of
structural and functional annotations for more detailed inspections.
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